Dear Students of Mrs. Evans grade 3 & 4 class at Lorne Cassidy Elementary School, Oct.20/19
Thank you so much for you letters and your concern for the environment. It is kids like you
make me proud of being a teacher [I taught high school] and I am sure that your parents are
proud that you care, because without all of us caring for each other life becomes very sad. You
asked: What am I and the Green party doing for the environment?” We are the voice for the
trees – we are the Lorax, Dr.Seuss character who is cute but also wise, pictured here:

First, we Greens don’t just talk, we act. I live without any oil or gasoline in my life: my roof is
covered in solar panels to power my home, I use geothermal heating to heat & cool my house
[I take energy right out of the ground!], drive an electric car and I do not fly and I keep bees!
Second, on my campaign explain HOW we can ALL life a good life without oil: I can do this
because I am engineer who is up to date on the latest technologies using wind, solar, tidal and
other energies to power our future ALL ELECTRIC society – technology such as this electric car
shown below which is powered by the sun on its solar panels as you drive – so you NEVER
have to pay to run your car – isn’t that great!

Third, I give people hope – I don’t just talk about all the bad news – I focus on the good news
that all we have to do is help each other to make changes and life will be even BETTER than
now because with an oil free world there will be so much less pollution. To make that future
all we have to do is stop just thinking of ourselves and start caring for all the poor people, all
the animals, all the plants and even the water we drink and air we breathe as being our friends
and neighbours because they truly are – all of us need each other to be truly happy: the
WHOLE world is your friend. Remember, though, that to make a friend your first have to be a
friend!

Sincerely,
Your Green Party candidate
Gordon Kubanek, Engineer, writer and beekeeper

